Econ 301
Intermediate Microeconomics
Prof. Marek Weretka
Midterm (A)
You have 70 minutes to complete the exam. The midterm consists of 4 questions (25+20+20+35=100
points)
Problem 1 (25p) (Abstract consumer choice)
Andrea spends her entire income on two commodities: newspapers x1 and chocolate, x2 . Her
utility function is
U (x1 , x2 ) = x11 x22
Suppose the prices are p1 = 1 and p2 = 4 and income is m = 120.
a) Show geometrically Andrea’s budget set. Mark all bundles that cost precisely $120. Find
relative price of newspapers in terms of chocolate (one number). Give an economic interpretation
of the relative price (one sentence).
b) Find Marginal Rate of Substitution (MRS) as a function of x1 and x2 (derive it using marginal
utility formula). Find the value of MRS at the consumption bundle (20, 1) (number). What is the
geometric interpretation of MRS? (sentence, depict it in the graph) Which of the two goods is more
precious to Andrea at this bundle? (one sentence)
c) Write down two secrets of happiness that determine her optimal choice. Explain the economic
intuition behind the two conditions (two sentences for each condition). Solve for optimal choice x1
and x2 (show each step of the derivation).
d) Suppose Andrea’s utility function changes to U (x1 , x2 ) = min(x1 , 2x2 ). Depict new indifference curve map, marking the optimal proportion line. Find optimal choice of x1 and x2 (two
numbers). Show geometrically her p1 price o↵er curve o↵er curve.
Problem 2 (20p) (Intertemporal choice)
Sara is choosing her lifetime consumption plan. Her income when “young” (income in period 1)
is !1 = 400. After she retires, her income drops to zero !2 = 0 (income in period 2). Sara’s utility
1
ln C2 and discount rate is = 2.
function is U (C1 , C2 ) = ln C1 + 1+
a) In the consumption space mark Sara’s endowment point and depict intertermporal budget
set, assuming interest rate r = 200%. What is the slope of the budget line? (one number). Find the
Present and Future Value of Sara’s income (two numbers) and show them in the graph.
b) Find Sara’s optimal consumption plan and the level of savings/borrowing (three numbers).
Does Sara smooth her consumption over time? Why, or why not?
1
c) Harder: Suppose Sara’s utility is U (x1 , x2 ) = x1 + 1+
x2 , discount rate is = 2 and interest
rate is r = 100%. What is her optimal consumption plan and savings given alternative utility
function? (give three numbers).
Problem 3. (20p) (Uncertainty)
Liam is an owner of a collection of Roman and Greek coinage that is worth $20 (in million).
Liam is planning to participate in the 2018 Coin Show. This exposes him to the risk of potential
theft. The probability of theft is substantial, ⇡t = 12 . It follows that the collection is a lottery
! = (!t , !nt ) = (0, 20). Liam’s Bernouli utility function is u(c) = 10 ln c.
a) Write down Liam’s Von Neumann-Morgenstern (expected) utility function over lotteries
U (ct , cnt ) (give a formula). Provide a general definition of risk aversion (one sentence). Is Liam
risk averse, risk loving or risk neutral? (chose one, explain your choice)
b) Liam can insure against theft by paying premium = 23 . What are the implicit prices of
wealth in the event of theft, pt , and in no-theft pnt ? (two numbers).
c) Write down two secrets of happiness, find optimal level of wealth (ct , cnt ) and coverage x.
(three numbers) Is Liam going to fully insure (yes-no answer and one sentence)?

1

Problem 4. (35p) (Edgeworth box and equilibrium)
Consider an economy with Jena and Noah whose initial endowments are ! J = (13, 1) and ! N =
(1, 13) and who have identical utility functions
U i (x1 , x2 ) = 2 ln x1 + 2 ln x2 .
a) Plot an Edgeworth box for the considered economy. Mark a point that corresponds to the
initial allocation.
b) Give the definition of Pareto efficiency (one sentence). Argue that this definition is equivalent
to the equality of marginal rates of substitution. Verify whether initial allocation is Pareto efficient.
c) Provide the definition of a contract curve (one sentence). Without any calculations depict the
contract curve in the considered economy.
d) Find a competitive equilibrium and depict it in the Edgeworth box (show calculations, use
magic formulas and Walras Law).
e) Verify whether the equilibrium allocation is Pareto efficient.
f) Harder: Suppose now Jena and Noah have quasilinear utility functions U i (x1 , x2 ) = 2 ln x1 +x2 .
Find analytically a contract curve and depict it in an Edgeworth box.

2
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Midterm Solutions- Version A
Problem 1 (25p) (Abstract Consumer Choice)
a) The image below depicts the Budget Set and it’s features.

b) M.R.S. is the slope of the indi↵erence curve and it reflects how the agent would be willing to exchange
x2 per x1 in order for him to be indi↵erent. The slope reflects how many x2 ’s per x1 the agent
would be willing to trade.
The utility function is a Cobb-Douglas with parameters a = 1, b = 2. Thus the M.R.S. will be
M RS =

x2 a
=
x1 b

x2 1
x1 2

Evaluating this at the point x = (20, 1) we have
M RS =

1
=
2 ⇤ 10

1/40

Thus the agent would be willing to give up on 1/40 units of good 2, chocolates, in order to have 1 unit
of good 1, newspapers or be willing to give up on 40 newspapers to get 1 chocolate.
Thus chocolates are the most valuable choice.
c) The two secrets of happiness are i) spend all your money on goods; ii) Equate the utils per dollar in
each good.
Thus
i)p1 x1 + p2 x2 = M
ii)

M U1
M U2
=
p1
p2
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,
Thus
p1 x 1 + p 2 (

a
b
=
x 1 p1
x 2 p2

x 1 p1 b
M
a
) = M ) x1 (p, M ) =
(
)
p2 a
p2 a + b
x2 =

M
b
(
)
p2 a + b

Plugging in the parameters
120
= 40
3
(120)2
x?2 = (
) = 20
(4)3
x?1 =

d) In this case we know that if U (x1 , x2 ) = min{ax1 , bx2 } then
ax1 = bx2
Together with the fact that the consumer always spends all of his money. Thus we have 2 equations
and 2 unknowns
ax1 = bx2
p1 x 1 + p2 x 2 = M
Plugging in the parameters
x1 = 2x2
x1 + 4x2 = 120
Thus
6x2 = 120 ) x2 = 20
and
x1 = 120

4x2 = 120

80 = 40

To recover the P1-P.O.C. we must make a geometric argument. This can be seen in the picture below
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Problem 2 (20p)(Intertemporal Choice)
a) The budget line is either in terms of the present value or in terms of the future value because we can
always set the price of one good to be one. Thus
C1 + C2 (

1
1
) = W1 + W2 (
)
1+r
1+r

or analogously
C1 (1 + r) + C2 = W1 (1 + r) + W2
The slope of the budget line is
p1 /p2 = 1 + r
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and it reflects the cost of bringing money to the present, or the benefits of taking money to the future.
Thus if we consume all of our money today, we get the y-intercept depicted in the graph and thus
C 1 = W1 + W2 (

1
)
1+r

and analogously, if we set C1 = 0 in our budget line, so that all of our consumption is taken in the
future the consumption in this period will be the future value of the income
C2 = W1 (1 + r) + W2
These form the y-intercept and x-intercept of our budget line.

b) Her utility of the Cobb-Douglas case with parameters a = 1, b =
M RS =

1
1+

C2?
p1
(1 + ) =
= (1 + r)
C1?
p2

1
1
) = W1 + W2
1+r
1+r
Plugging in the parameters - note that r = 200% = 2 = and thus
C1? + C2? (

C2?
1+r
3
=
= =1
C1?
1+
3
Thus
C1? (1 + 1/3) = 400 ) C1? = 300
C2? = 300

savings = 100

, and so
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c) In this case we are dealing with a risk neutral agent, or, analogously, the case where the utility function
1
is of the Perfect Substitutes type with parameters a = 1, b =
. Thus we need to compare utils per
1+
dollar and see which consumption good, consumption today, C1 , or consumption tomorrow, C2 , gives
us the higher return, in terms of well being. Note that r = 100% = 1
a
= 1/1 = 1
p1
b
2
= (1 + r)/(1 + ) =
p2
3
Thus consumption in the first period brings more returns and the agent does not carry wealth to the
future.
C1? = 400
C2? = 0
Problem 3 (20p)(Uncertainty)
a)
U (ct , cnt ) = ⇡t u(ct ) + ⇡nt u(cnt )
= (1/2)10ln(ct ) + (1/2)10ln(cnt ) = 5[ln(ct ) + ln(cnt )]
We say that an agent is risk averse if the expected utility of the lottery is considered worse by her than
having the lottery that gives the average wealth for sure.
Thus if the Bernoulli utility function is concave, the agent will be risk averse. As u(.) = 10ln(.) is a
concave function, the agent is risk averse.
b)
cnt = Wt
c t = Wt + X

X = Wnt + X(1

)X=
) cnt +

X

ct

Wnt
1

(ct

1

)

Wt ) = Wnt

Plugging in the parameters we have
cnt = 20
ct = (1

(2/3) ⇤ X

2/3) ⇤ X = X/3 ) X = 3ct )

cnt = 20

2ct ) cnt + 2ct = 20

Thus , the implicit relative prices are p1 = 1 and p2 = 2. Note that p1 = 1/2 and p2 = 1 yields the
same Budget Set and thus it is also a valid answer.
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c) The utility function is a Cobb-Douglas,with parameters a = ⇡t = ⇡nt = b = 1/2.
Thus we have

cnt
pt
=
=2
ct
pnt
cnt + 2ct = 20

M RS = (cnt /ct )(a/b) =

Thus
4ct = 20 ) ct = 5; cnt = 2ct = 10
The level of coverage is thus
X = 15 = 3ct
As a result, Liam does not fully insure, since ct < cnt , or, analogously, due to the fact that

> ⇡t .

Problem 4 a) The Edgeworth Box can be depicted as follows. The endowments are denoted by !.

b) We say that an allocation is Pareto Efficiency if there exists no other feasible allocation that Pareto
Dominates it.
The MRS’s can be viewed as a private exchange rate between the 2 goods for each individual. If
their MRS’s do not match, it means that they could have a beneficial bargain, or trade, that would
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improve booth agents. Therefore, if the MRS’s are not equal, the allocation cannot be Pareto Efficient.1
c) The contract Curve is the set of all Pareto Optimal allocations and it can be depicted geometrically
in an Edgeworth Box.
If the preferences are Cobb-Douglas with the same parameters, then the equalization of the MRS’s
can only take place in the diagonal of the Edgeworth Box since in any allocation in the diagonal, the
ratio of c2 /c1 will be the same for the 2 agents and thus their MRS’s.
d) We know that demands are Cobb-Douglas with parameters a = b = 2. Thus demand for the goods, j,
by agent i will be given by
Mi
xji =
2pj
where
Mi = p1 !1i + p2 !2i
We can always normalize one price to 1. Let, then, p1 = 1.
Next, applying the Feasibility Condition we have
xJ (p, MJ ) + xN (p, MN ) = !
And thus
xJ1 + xN
1 = !1
13 + p2 1 + 13p2
+
= 14
2
2
14(1 + p2 ) = 28 ) p2 = 1

)

By Walras Law, we do not neet to worry about the second market.
Now that we know the prices we can compute numerically the demands
xJ? (p, MJ ) = (

Mj MJ
,
) = (7, 7) = xN ? (p, MN )
2
2

Thus the competitive equilibrium is xi? = (7, 7) and p = (1, 1). This is depicted by the center point in
the Edgeworth Box.
e) If a point is in the diagonal between the 2 origins it will be Pareto Efficient. In addition, one can
verify this by checking the MRS’s.
M RSJ = M RSN =
1

The converse is also true.

x?i
2
=1
x?i
1
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f ) The Contract curve can be seen if we draw an Edgeworth Box.
i) Fix the level of utility of one agent.
ii) Maximize the utility of the other.
One can see that the resulting Contract Curve will be given, also by the tangency of the MRS’s altogether with the feasibility condition.
M RSJ = M RSN ,

2
2
= N
J
x1
x1

2

F eas.

=

14

xN
1

J
) xN
1 = 7 = x1

so that all of the vertical line, in which both agents get 7 of good 1, belongs to the Contract Curve,
together with the 2 origins, that must always be part of the Contract Curve. Thus the C.C. will entail
J
N
the vertical line where xJ1 = xN
1 = 7 together with the allocations x = (x , x ) = (!, (0, 0)) and
y = (y J , y N ) = ((0, 0), !).
But what about the points in which some agent, for example agent J, does not consume good 2 and
is consuming strictly less than !1 /2 = 8 of good 1. In this case the MRS’s are not equalized, with
2
2
M RSJ = J >
= M RSN since xJ1 < 7. However, any Pareto Improvement would force
x1
!1 xJ1
agent J to consume negative amounts of good 2. Thus we need to stop at this point and be satisfied
with a no tangent condition for the horizontal lines depicted in the image below.
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Econ 301
Intermediate Microeconomics
Prof. Marek Weretka
Midterm (B)
You have 70 minutes to complete the exam. The midterm consists of 4 questions (25+20+20+35=100
points)
Problem 1 (25p) (Abstract consumer choice)
Andrea spends her entire income on two commodities: newspapers x1 and chocolate, x2 . Her
utility function is
U (x1 , x2 ) = x41 x22
Suppose the prices are p1 = 4 and p2 = 1 and income is m = 120.
a) Show geometrically Andrea’s budget set. Mark all bundles that cost precisely $120. Find
relative price of newspapers in terms of chocolate (one number). Give an economic interpretation
of the relative price (one sentence).
b) Find Marginal Rate of Substitution (MRS) as a function of x1 and x2 (derive it using marginal
utility formula). Find the value of MRS at the consumption bundle (1, 10) (number). What is the
geometric interpretation of MRS? (sentence, depict it in the graph) Which of the two goods is more
precious to Andrea at this bundle? (one sentence)
c) Write down two secrets of happiness that determine her optimal choice. Explain the economic
intuition behind the two conditions (two sentences for each condition). Solve for optimal choice x1
and x2 (show each step of the derivation).
d) Suppose Andrea’s utility function changes to U (x1 , x2 ) = min(2x1 , x2 ). Depict new indifference curve map, marking the optimal proportion line. Find optimal choice of x1 and x2 (two
numbers). Show geometrically her p1 price o↵er curve o↵er curve.
Problem 2 (20p) (Intertemporal choice)
Sara is choosing her lifetime consumption plan. Her income when “young” (income in period 1)
is !1 = 800. After she retires, her income drops to zero !2 = 0 (income in period 2). Sara’s utility
1
ln C2 and discount rate is = 2.
function is U (C1 , C2 ) = ln C1 + 1+
a) In the consumption space mark Sara’s endowment point and depict intertermporal budget
set, assuming interest rate r = 200%. What is the slope of the budget line? (one number). Find the
Present and Future Value of Sara’s income (two numbers) and show them in the graph.
b) Find Sara’s optimal consumption plan and the level of savings/borrowing (three numbers).
Does Sara smooth her consumption over time? Why, or why not?
1
c) Harder: Suppose Sara’s utility is U (x1 , x2 ) = x1 + 1+
x2 , discount rate is = 2 and interest
rate is r = 100%. What is her optimal consumption plan and savings given alternative utility
function? (give three numbers).
Problem 3. (20p) (Uncertainty)
Liam is an owner of a collection of Roman and Greek coinage that is worth $20 (in million).
Liam is planning to participate in the 2018 Coin Show. This exposes him to the risk of potential
theft. The probability of theft is substantial, ⇡t = 12 . It follows that the collection is a lottery
! = (!t , !nt ) = (0, 80). Liam’s Bernouli utility function is u(c) = 3 ln c.
a) Write down Liam’s Von Neumann-Morgenstern (expected) utility function over lotteries
U (ct , cnt ) (give a formula). Provide a general definition of risk aversion (one sentence). Is Liam
risk averse, risk loving or risk neutral? (chose one, explain your choice)
b) Liam can insure against theft by paying premium = 23 . What are the implicit prices of
wealth in the event of theft, pt , and in no-theft pnt ? (two numbers).
c) Write down two secrets of happiness, find optimal level of wealth (ct , cnt ) and coverage x.
(three numbers) Is Liam going to fully insure (yes-no answer and one sentence)?

3

Problem 4. (35p) (Edgeworth box and equilibrium)
Consider an economy with Jena and Noah whose initial endowments are ! J = (1, 11) and ! N =
(11, 1) and who have identical utility functions
U i (x1 , x2 ) = 3 ln x1 + 3 ln x2 .
a) Plot an Edgeworth box for the considered economy. Mark a point that corresponds to the
initial allocation.
b) Give the definition of Pareto efficiency (one sentence). Argue that this definition is equivalent
to the equality of marginal rates of substitution. Verify whether initial allocation is Pareto efficient.
c) Provide the definition of a contract curve (one sentence). Without any calculations depict the
contract curve in the considered economy.
d) Find a competitive equilibrium and depict it in the Edgeworth box (show calculations, use
magic formulas and Walras Law).
e) Verify whether the equilibrium allocation is Pareto efficient.
f) Harder: Suppose now Jena and Noah have quasilinear utility functions U i (x1 , x2 ) = x1 +4 ln x2 .
Find analytically a contract curve and depict it in an Edgeworth box.

4
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Midterm Solutions - Version B
Problem 1 (25p) (Abstract Consumer Choice)
a) The image below depicts the Budget Set and it’s features.

b) M.R.S. is the slope of the indi↵erence curve and it reflects how the agent would be willing to exchange
x2 per x1 in order for him to be indi↵erent. The slope reflects how many x2 ’s per x1 the agent
would be willing to trade.
The utility function is a Cobb-Douglas with parameters a = 4, b = 2. Thus the M.R.S. will be
M RS =

x2 a
=
x1 b

x2
⇤2
x1

Evaluating this at the point x = (20, 1) we have
M RS =

2 ⇤ 10
=
1

20

Thus the agent would be willing to give up on 20 units of good 2, chocolates, in order to have 1 unit
of good 1, newspapers or be willing to give up on 1/20 newspapers to get 1 chocolate.
Thus newspapers are the most valuable choice.
c) The two secrets of happiness are i) spend all your money on goods; ii) Equate the utils per dollar in
each good.
Thus
i)p1 x1 + p2 x2 = M
ii)

M U1
M U2
=
p1
p2
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,
Thus
p1 x 1 + p 2 (

a
b
=
x 1 p1
x 2 p2

x 1 p1 b
M
a
) = M ) x1 (p, M ) =
(
)
p2 a
p2 a + b
x2 =

M
b
(
)
p2 a + b

Plugging in the parameters
120 ⇤ 2
= 20
3⇤4
(120)
x?2 = (
) = 40
3
x?1 =

d) In this case we know that if U (x1 , x2 ) = min{ax1 , bx2 } then
ax1 = bx2
Together with the fact that the consumer always spends all of his money. Thus we have 2 equations
and 2 unknowns
ax1 = bx2
p1 x 1 + p2 x 2 = M
Plugging in the parameters
x2 = 2x1
x2 + 4x1 = 120
Thus
6x1 = 120 ) x1 = 20
and
x2 = 120

4x1 = 120

80 = 40

To recover the P1-P.O.C. we must make a geometric argument. This can be seen in the picture below
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Problem 2 (20p)(Intertemporal Choice)
a) The budget line is either in terms of the present value or in terms of the future value because we can
always set the price of one good to be one. Thus
1
1
C1 + C2 (
) = W1 + W2 (
)
1+r
1+r
or analogously
C1 (1 + r) + C2 = W1 (1 + r) + W2
The slope of the budget line is
p1 /p2 = 1 + r
and it reflects the cost of bringing money to the present, or the benefits of taking money to the future.
Thus if we consume all of our money today, we get the y-intercept depicted in the graph and thus
1
C 1 = W1 + W2 (
)
1+r
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and analogously, if we set C1 = 0 in our budget line, so that all of our consumption is taken in the
future the consumption in this period will be the future value of the income
C2 = W1 (1 + r) + W2
These form the y-intercept and x-intercept of our budget line.

b) Her utility of the Cobb-Douglas case with parameters a = 1, b =
M RS =

1
1+

, and so

C2?
p1
(1 + ) =
= (1 + r)
C1?
p2

1
1
) = W1 + W2
1+r
1+r
Plugging in the parameters - note that r = 200% = 2 = and thus
C1? + C2? (

C2?
1+r
3
=
= =1
?
C1
1+
3
Thus
C1? (1 + 1/3) = 800 ) C1? = 600
C2? = 600

savings = 200
c) In this case we are dealing with a risk neutral agent, or, analogously, the case where the utility function
1
is of the Perfect Substitutes type with parameters a = 1, b =
. Thus we need to compare utils per
1+
dollar and see which consumption good, consumption today, C1 , or consumption tomorrow, C2 , gives
us the higher return, in terms of well being. Note that r = 100% = 1
a
= 1/1 = 1
p1
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2
= (1 + r)/(1 + ) =
p2
3

Thus consumption in the first period brings more returns and the agent does not carry wealth to the
future.
C1? = 800
C2? = 0
Problem 3 (20p)(Uncertainty)
a)
U (ct , cnt ) = ⇡t u(ct ) + ⇡nt u(cnt )
3
= (1/2)3ln(ct ) + (1/2)3ln(cnt ) = [ln(ct ) + ln(cnt )]
2
We say that an agent is risk averse if the expected utility of the lottery is considered worse by her than
having the lottery that gives the average wealth for sure.
Thus if the Bernoulli utility function is concave, the agent will be risk averse. As u(.) = 3ln(.) is a
concave function, the agent is risk averse.
b)
cnt = Wt
c t = Wt + X

X = Wnt + X(1

)X=
) cnt +

X

ct

Wnt
1

(ct

1

)

Wt ) = Wnt

Plugging in the parameters we have
cnt = 80
ct = (1

(2/3) ⇤ X

2/3) ⇤ X = X/3 ) X = 3ct )

cnt = 80

2ct ) cnt + 2ct = 80

Thus , the implicit relative prices are p1 = 1 and p2 = 2. Note that p1 = 1/2 and p2 = 1 yields the
same Budget Set and thus it is also a valid answer.
c) The utility function is a Cobb-Douglas, with parameters a = ⇡t = 1/2 = ⇡nt = b.
Thus we have
M RS = (cnt /ct )(a/b) =

cnt
pt
=
=2
ct
pnt

cnt + 2ct = 80
Thus
4ct = 80 ) ct = 20; cnt = 2ct = 40
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The level of coverage is thus
X = 60 = 3ct
As a result, Liam does not fully insure, since ct < cnt , or, analogously, due to the fact that

> ⇡t .

Problem 4 a) The Edgeworth Box can be depicted as follows. The endowments are denoted by !.

b) We say that an allocation is Pareto Efficiency if there exists no other feasible allocation that Pareto
Dominates it.
The MRS’s can be viewed as a private exchange rate between the 2 goods for each individual. If
their MRS’s do not match, it means that they could have a beneficial bargain, or trade, that would
improve booth agents. Therefore, if the MRS’s are not equal, the allocation cannot be Pareto Efficient.1
c) The contract Curve is the set of all Pareto Optimal allocations and it can be depicted geometrically
in an Edgeworth Box.
If the preferences are Cobb-Douglas with the same parameters, then the equalization of the MRS’s
can only take place in the diagonal of the Edgeworth Box since in any allocation in the diagonal, the
1

The converse is also true.
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ratio of c2 /c1 will be the same for the 2 agents and thus their MRS’s.
d) We know that demands are Cobb-Douglas with parameters a = b = 2. Thus demand for the goods, j,
by agent i will be given by
Mi
xji =
2pj
where
Mi = p1 !1i + p2 !2i
We can always normalize one price to 1. Let, then, p1 = 1.
Next, applying the Feasibility Condition we have
xJ (p, MJ ) + xN (p, MN ) = !
And thus
xJ1 + xN
1 = !1
1 + 11p2 11 + p2
+
= 12
2
2
12(1 + p2 ) = 24 ) p2 = 1

)

By Walras Law, we do not neet to worry about the second market.
Now that we know the prices we can compute numerically the demands
xJ? (p, MJ ) = (

Mj MJ
,
) = (6, 6) = xN ? (p, MN )
2
2

Thus the competitive equilibrium is xi? = (6, 6) and p = (1, 1). This is depicted by the center point in
the Edgeworth Box.
e) If a point is in the diagonal between the 2 origins it will be Pareto Efficient. In addition, one can
verify this by checking the MRS’s.
M RSJ = M RSN =

x?i
2
=1
x?i
1

This Result is known as the ”The First Welfare Theorem”and it states that every market allocation is
efficient2 .
f ) The Contract curve can be seen if we draw an Edgeworth Box.
i) Fix the level of utility of one agent.
ii) Maximize the utility of the other.
2

Under some important assumptions.
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One can see that the resulting Contract Curve will be given, also by the tangency of the MRS’s altogether with the feasibility condition.
M RSJ = M RSN ,

4
2
= N
J
x1
x1

4

F eas.

=

12

xN
1

J
) xN
1 = 6 = x1

so that all of the vertical line, in which both agents get 6 of good 1, belongs to the Contract Curve,
together with the 2 origins, that must always be part of the Contract Curve. Thus the C.C. will entail
J
N
the vertical line where xJ1 = xN
1 = 6 together with the allocations x = (x , x ) = (!, (0, 0)) and
J
N
y = (y , y ) = ((0, 0), !).
But what about the points in which some agent, for example agent J, does not consume good 2 and
is consuming strictly less than !1 /2 = 8 of good 1. In this case the MRS’s are not equalized, with
4
4
M RSJ = J >
= M RSN since xJ1 < 6. However, any Pareto Improvement would force
x1
!1 xJ1
agent J to consume negative amounts of good 2. Thus we need to stop at this point and be satisfied
with a no tangent condition for the horizontal lines depicted in the image below.
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Econ 301
Intermediate Microeconomics
Prof. Marek Weretka

D

Midterm (C)

You have 70 minutes to complete the exam. The midterm consists of 4 questions (25+20+20+35=100
points)
Problem 1 (25p) (Abstract consumer choice)
Andrea spends her entire income on two commodities: newspapers x1 and chocolate, x2 . Her
utility function is
U (x1 , x2 ) = x21 x42
Suppose the prices are p1 = 1 and p2 = 4 and income is m = 240.
a) Show geometrically Andrea’s budget set. Mark all bundles that cost precisely $240. Find
relative price of newspapers in terms of chocolate (one number). Give an economic interpretation
of the relative price (one sentence).
b) Find Marginal Rate of Substitution (MRS) as a function of x1 and x2 (derive it using marginal
utility formula). Find the value of MRS at the consumption bundle (8, 1) (number). What is the
geometric interpretation of MRS? (sentence, depict it in the graph) Which of the two goods is more
precious to Andrea at this bundle? (one sentence)
c) Write down two secrets of happiness that determine her optimal choice. Explain the economic
intuition behind the two conditions (two sentences for each condition). Solve for optimal choice x1
and x2 (show each step of the derivation).
d) Suppose Andrea’s utility function changes to U (x1 , x2 ) = min(2x1 , 4x2 ). Depict new indifference curve map, marking the optimal proportion line. Find optimal choice of x1 and x2 (two
numbers). Show geometrically her p1 price o↵er curve o↵er curve.
Problem 2 (20p) (Intertemporal choice)
Sara is choosing her lifetime consumption plan. Her income when “young” (income in period 1)
is !1 = 200. After she retires, her income drops to zero !2 = 0 (income in period 2). Sara’s utility
1
ln C2 and discount rate is = 2.
function is U (C1 , C2 ) = ln C1 + 1+
a) In the consumption space mark Sara’s endowment point and depict intertermporal budget
set, assuming interest rate r = 200%. What is the slope of the budget line? (one number). Find the
Present and Future Value of Sara’s income (two numbers) and show them in the graph.
b) Find Sara’s optimal consumption plan and the level of savings/borrowing (three numbers).
Does Sara smooth her consumption over time? Why, or why not?
1
c) Harder: Suppose Sara’s utility is U (x1 , x2 ) = x1 + 1+
x2 , discount rate is = 1 and interest
rate is r = 200%. What is her optimal consumption plan and savings given alternative utility
function? (give three numbers).
Problem 3. (20p) (Uncertainty)
Liam is an owner of a collection of Roman and Greek coinage that is worth $20 (in million).
Liam is planning to participate in the 2018 Coin Show. This exposes him to the risk of potential
theft. The probability of theft is substantial, ⇡t = 12 . It follows that the collection is a lottery
! = (!t , !nt ) = (0, 20). Liam’s Bernouli utility function is u(c) = 10 ln c.
a) Write down Liam’s Von Neumann-Morgenstern (expected) utility function over lotteries
U (ct , cnt ) (give a formula). Provide a general definition of risk aversion (one sentence). Is Liam
risk averse, risk loving or risk neutral? (chose one, explain your choice)
b) Liam can insure against theft by paying premium = 23 . What are the implicit prices of
wealth in the event of theft, pt , and in no-theft pnt ? (two numbers).
c) Write down two secrets of happiness, find optimal level of wealth (ct , cnt ) and coverage x.
(three numbers) Is Liam going to fully insure (yes-no answer and one sentence)?

7

Problem 4. (35p) (Edgeworth box and equilibrium)
Consider an economy with Jena and Noah whose initial endowments are ! J = (13, 3) and ! N =
(3, 13) and who have identical utility functions
U i (x1 , x2 ) = 2 ln x1 + 2 ln x2 .
a) Plot an Edgeworth box for the considered economy. Mark a point that corresponds to the
initial allocation.
b) Give the definition of Pareto efficiency (one sentence). Argue that this definition is equivalent
to the equality of marginal rates of substitution. Verify whether initial allocation is Pareto efficient.
c) Provide the definition of a contract curve (one sentence). Without any calculations depict the
contract curve in the considered economy.
d) Find a competitive equilibrium and depict it in the Edgeworth box (show calculations, use
magic formulas and Walras Law).
e) Verify whether the equilibrium allocation is Pareto efficient.
f) Harder: Suppose now Jena and Noah have quasilinear utility functions U i (x1 , x2 ) = x1 +2 ln x2 .
Find analytically a contract curve and depict it in an Edgeworth box.

8
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Midterm Solutions - Version D
Problem 1 (25p) (Abstract Consumer Choice)
a) The image below depicts the Budget Set and it’s features.

b) M.R.S. is the slope of the indi↵erence curve and it reflects how the agent would be willing to exchange
x2 per x1 in order for him to be indi↵erent. The slope reflects how many x2 ’s per x1 the agent
would be willing to trade.
The utility function is a Cobb-Douglas with parameters a = 4, b = 2. Thus the M.R.S. will be
M RS =

x2 a
=
x1 b

x2
⇤2
x1

Evaluating this at the point x = (8, 1) we have
2 ⇤ 10
=
1

M RS =

2/8 =

1/4

Thus the agent would be willing to give up on 1/4 units of good 2, chocolates, in order to have 1 unit
of good 1, newspapers or be willing to give up on 4 units of newspapers to get 1 chocolate.
Thus chocolates are the most valuable choice.
c) The two secrets of happiness are i) spend all your money on goods; ii) Equate the utils per dollar in
each good.
Thus
i)p1 x1 + p2 x2 = M
ii)

M U1
M U2
=
p1
p2
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,
Thus
p1 x 1 + p 2 (

a
b
=
x 1 p1
x 2 p2

x 1 p1 b
M
a
) = M ) x1 (p, M ) =
(
)
p2 a
p2 a + b
x2 =

M
b
(
)
p2 a + b

Plugging in the parameters
240 ⇤ 2
= 40
3⇤4
(240)
x?2 = (
) = 80
3
x?1 =

d) (still missing 1 picture) In this case we know that if U (x1 , x2 ) = min{ax1 , bx2 } then
ax1 = bx2
Together with the fact that the consumer always spends all of his money. Thus we have 2 equations
and 2 unknowns
ax1 = bx2
p1 x 1 + p2 x 2 = M
Plugging in the parameters
x2 = 2x1
x2 + 4x1 = 240
Thus
6x1 = 24 ) x1 = 40
and
x2 = 240

4x1 = 240

160 = 80

To recover the P1-P.O.C. we must make a geometric argument. This can be seen in the picture below
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Problem 2 (20p)(Intertemporal Choice)
a) The budget line is either in terms of the present value or in terms of the future value because we can
always set the price of one good to be one. Thus
C1 + C2 (

1
1
) = W1 + W2 (
)
1+r
1+r

or analogously
C1 (1 + r) + C2 = W1 (1 + r) + W2
The slope of the budget line is
p1 /p2 = 1 + r
and it reflects the cost of bringing money to the present, or the benefits of taking money to the future.
Thus if we consume all of our money today, we get the y-intercept depicted in the graph and thus
C 1 = W1 + W2 (

1
)
1+r

and analogously, if we set C1 = 0 in our budget line, so that all of our consumption is taken in the
future the consumption in this period will be the future value of the income
C2 = W1 (1 + r) + W2
These form the y-intercept and x-intercept of our budget line.
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b) Her utility is Cobb-Douglas with parameters a = 1, b =
M RS =

1
1+

, and so

C2?
p1
(1 + ) =
= (1 + r)
?
C1
p2

1
1
) = W1 + W2
1+r
1+r
Plugging in the parameters - note that r = 200% = 2 = and thus
C1? + C2? (

C2?
1+r
3
=
= =1
?
C1
1+
3
Thus
C1? (1 + 1/3) = 800 ) C1? = 600
C2? = 600

savings = 200
c) In this case we are dealing with a risk neutral agent, or, analogously, the case where the utility function
1
is of the Perfect Substitutes type with parameters a = 1, b =
. Thus we need to compare utils per
1+
dollar and see which consumption good, consumption today, C1 , or consumption tomorrow, C2 , gives
us the higher return, in terms of well being. Note that r = 100% = 1
a
= 1/1 = 1
p1
b
3
= (1 + r)/(1 + ) =
p2
2
Thus consumption in the second period brings more returns and the agent carry all of her wealth to
the future.
C2? = 800
C1? = 0
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Problem 3 (20p)(Uncertainty)
a)
U (ct , cnt ) = ⇡t u(ct ) + ⇡nt u(cnt )
= (1/2)4ln(ct ) + (1/2)4ln(cnt ) = 2[ln(ct ) + ln(cnt )]
We say that an agent is risk averse if the expected utility of the lottery is considered worse by her than
having the lottery that gives the average wealth for sure.
Thus if the Bernoulli utility function is concave, the agent will be risk averse. As u(.) = 3ln(.) is a
concave function, the agent is risk averse.
b)
cnt = Wt
c t = Wt + X

X = Wnt + X(1

)X=
) cnt +

X

ct

Wnt
1

(ct

1

)

Wt ) = Wnt

Plugging in the parameters we have
cnt = 40
ct = (1

(2/3) ⇤ X

2/3) ⇤ X = X/3 ) X = 3ct )

cnt = 40

2ct ) cnt + 2ct = 40

Thus , the implicit relative prices are p1 = 1 and p2 = 2. Note that p1 = 1/2 and p2 = 1 yields the
same Budget Set and thus it is also a valid answer.
c) The utility function is a Cobb-Douglas, with parameters a = ⇡t = 1/2 = ⇡nt = b.
Thus we have
M RS = (cnt /ct )(a/b) =

cnt
pt
=
=2
ct
pnt

cnt + 2ct = 40
Thus
4ct = 40 ) ct = 10; cnt = 2ct = 20
The level of coverage is thus
X = 30 = 3ct
As a result, Liam does not fully insure, since ct < cnt , or, analogously, due to the fact that

> ⇡t .
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Problem 4 a) The Edgeworth Box can be depicted as follows. The endowments are denoted by !.

b) We say that an allocation is Pareto Efficiency if there exists no other feasible allocation that Pareto
Dominates it.
The MRS’s can be viewed as a private exchange rate between the 2 goods for each individual. If
their MRS’s do not match, it means that they could have a beneficial bargain, or trade, that would
improve booth agents. Therefore, if the MRS’s are not equal, the allocation cannot be Pareto Efficient.1
c) The contract Curve is the set of all Pareto Optimal allocations and it can be depicted geometrically
in an Edgeworth Box.
If the preferences are Cobb-Douglas with the same parameters, then the equalization of the MRS’s
can only take place in the diagonal of the Edgeworth Box since in any allocation in the diagonal, the
ratio of c2 /c1 will be the same for the 2 agents and thus their MRS’s.
d) We know that demands are Cobb-Douglas with parameters a = b = 2. Thus demand for the goods, j,
1

The converse is also true.
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by agent i will be given by
xji =

Mi
2pj

where
Mi = p1 !1i + p2 !2i
We can always normalize one price to 1. Let, then, p1 = 1.
Next, applying the Feasibility Condition we have
xJ (p, MJ ) + xN (p, MN ) = !
And thus
xJ1 + xN
1 = !1
3 + 13p2 13 + 3p2
+
= 16
2
2
16(1 + p2 ) = 32 ) p2 = 1

)

By Walras Law, we do not need to worry about the second market.
Now that we know the prices we can compute numerically the demands
xJ? (p, MJ ) = (

Mj MJ
,
) = (8, 8) = xN ? (p, MN )
2
2

Thus the competitive equilibrium is xi? = (8, 8) and p = (1, 1). This is depicted by the center point in
the Edgeworth Box.
e) If a point is in the diagonal between the 2 origins it will be Pareto Efficient. In addition, one can
verify this by checking the MRS’s.
M RSJ = M RSN =

x?i
2
=1
x?i
1

This Result is known as the ”The First Welfare Theorem”and it states that every market allocation is
efficient2 .
f ) The Contract curve can be seen if we draw an Edgeworth Box.
i) Fix the level of utility of one agent.
ii) Maximize the utility of the other.
One can see that the resulting Contract Curve will be given, also by the tangency of the MRS’s altogether with the feasibility condition.
M RSJ = M RSN ,
2

Under some important assumptions.

2
2
= N
xJ1
x1

2

F eas.

=

16

xN
1
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J
) xN
1 = 8 = x1

so that all of the vertical line, in which both agents get 8 of good 1, belongs to the Contract Curve,
together with the 2 origins, that must always be part of the Contract Curve. Thus the C.C. will entail
J
N
the vertical line where xJ1 = xN
1 = 8 together with the allocations x = (x , x ) = (!, (0, 0)) and
J
N
y = (y , y ) = ((0, 0), !).
But what about the points in which some agent, for example agent J, does not consume good 2 and
is consuming strictly less than !1 /2 = 8 of good 1. In this case the MRS’s are not equalized, with
2
2
M RSJ = J >
= M RSN since xJ1 < 8. However, any Pareto Improvement would force
x1
!1 xJ1
agent J to consume negative amounts of good 2. Thus we need to stop at this point and be satisfied
with a no tangent condition for the horizontal lines depicted in the image below.
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